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OPERATION
MARKET-GARDEN
Historical Overview
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In September 1944, the Allies dropped 30,000 paratroopers behind enemy lines in Holland in an effort to
establish a bridgehead solid enough to usher a ground
offensive into Germany and encircle the main army.

Description: This map
includes forests, a city, and a
river crossed by two bridges.
Conquest Map Type: Headon map
Objective: Maintain control
of more than half the
control points on the map.
Available Multiplayer
Games: Co-op, Conquest

Summary
Unlike most other battles, opposing forces
in Operation Market-Garden have
different types of weaponry. The United
The bridge over the Rhine at Arnhem was the main objective States focuses primarily on air power; the
German side has no aircraft at all but
of Operation Market-Garden.
plenty of armor.
A river crossed by two bridges bisects the map. All four control points are on the north
side of the river, between the opposing armies. The Americans can spawn relatively close
to most of the control points, but the Germans must cross the river to get to them.
Victory requires grabbing three of the four control points and holding them.
Other features include the town of Arnhem, where soldiers can hide in multistory
buildings, bunkers at the ends of the bridges, and sunken or raised roads.
A feature unique to this map is the U.S. airdrop spawn point northwest of the city.
Instead of spawning on the ground, U.S. troops spawn in the air with parachutes
deployed. This spawn point cannot be captured and is a cool way to enter battle.

Fighter
Fighter-Bomber
Dive Bomber
Heavy Bomber

Destroyer
Aircraft Carrier
Battleship
Landing Craft
Submarine

ICONS

Machinegun
Anti-Aircraft Gun
Coastal Artillery Gun
Anti-Tank Gun

Ammo Box
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Base
Control Point
First Aid Cabinet/Crate
Repair Platform/Hangar
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Heavy Tank
Light Tank
Tank Destroyer
Half-track
Car
Artillery
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Bases & Control Points
Allied Airfield
Location: Map Grid D2
Vehicles:
4 Willys Overland Jeep MB
2 P-51 Mustang
1 B-17 Flying Fortress

Defensive Features:
None
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Other:
The Allied Airfield is north of Arnhem. Its two fighters
2 Ammo Boxes
and one heavy bomber represent the entirety of U.S. fire1 First Aid Cabinet
power at the outset of the game. As a base, it cannot be
captured. But considering it's the only source of aircraft
in the game, it's a good idea to keep at least one or two soldiers behind to prevent plane
theft after the Germans get across the river.
A large hill line separates the Airfield from Arnhem. Roads to the east and west lead
south to the bridges. In addition to the Airfield, U.S. troops can spawn south of the hills
and to the northwest of the city.
As noted earlier, this is an airdrop spawn point and soldiers parachute to the ground.
They are very exposed and cannot fire back effectively, so avoid using this spawn point if
the enemy is in the area. Nothing is more frustrating than floating to earth amid gunfire
aimed at you. You've nowhere to hide, and it's hard to hit a target on the ground while
you are swinging from a parachute.

TE

During single-player
games, two M7
Priests substitute for
the B-17 at the Airfield. The Coop game also has the artillery, but
deletes one of the P-51s as well as the B-17.

NO

2nd Panzer Division Field Headquarters
Location: Map Grid D5
Vehicles:
2 PzKfW Mk.VI Tiger
2 PzKfW Mk.IV Panzer
1 SdKfz.124 Wespe
1 Hanomag Sdkfz.251
2 VW Type 82 Kübelwagen

Defensive Features:
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5 AA Guns
The German base covers pretty much everything south of
1 Machine Gun
the river. It consists of two bunkers, one at each of the
bridges, and a lot of AA guns. The Germans have no
Other:
aircraft, but they have lots of armor, which is the bulk of
5 Ammo Boxes
the Axis firepower. Tanks and artillery are spread out
2 First Aid Cabinets
south of the Arnhem Bridge.
There are no control points south of the river, so the
Germans needn't defend their Field Headquarters. The best defense is a good
offense aimed at the Americans across the river. The main German worry
is U.S. air power, but with four AA guns along the river and another
near the motor pool, you can shoot down anything that flies.
If you have to choose, select the AA
guns by the river. This is especially important during multiplayer games when the
Americans have the B-17 bomber, which
can rain destruction on your parked tanks
and vehicles. Keep at least two soldiers on
the south side of the river to man the AA
guns and keep the skies clear.
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Control Point A: Church

Location: Map Grid D3
Initial Control: Neutral
Vehicles:
2 Light Tanks (M4 Sherman
or PzKfW Mk.IV Panzer)

Defensive Features:
None

Other:
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1 Ammo Box
1 First Aid Cabinet

The Church is south of the Allied Airfield, and the flag is
in the courtyard. This is an important control point for
the Americans, because it offers their only access to tanks.
A nice feature is the Church itself. A First Aid Cabinet is inside at the rear, and stairs
lead up to the bell tower. From here, a scout can fire at targets near the three more
southerly control points and call in artillery strikes.
The tower also helps in defense. A scout on the hill to the north can usually prevent
enemies on foot from taking control if they sneak in close to the Church, where
defenders in the tower cannot see them. If the Germans take control of the Church, they
have to watch out for U.S. paratroopers from the spawn point to the west. American
paratroopers can land right next to the Church and retake it in seconds.

Control Point B: Arnhem
Location: Map Grid D4
Initial Control: Neutral
Vehicles:
None

Defensive Features:
None

Other:
The town of Arnhem is an important control point to
hold. The flag is in the center, surrounded by buildings
on three sides. Some buildings to the south can be
entered, and their upper levels offer great firing positions.

2 Ammo Boxes
1 First Aid Cabinet

To take control, troops must stay in the open around the flag. Once you capture it,
defend this point from inside the buildings where you can fire down on enemy soldiers
contesting your control.
Soldiers also can hide behind crates in alleys between some of the buildings. The town
can be a tough nut to take away from a dug-in enemy. Americans are better off taking
the other control points. But the Germans need the town of Arnhem because the Church
is difficult for them to hold.
Control of the town is also somewhat tied to control of the Arnhem Bridge, because its
bunker allows soldiers to fire into the center of the town. The most obvious route to this
control point is from the east, especially with tanks. But infantry sneaking up from the
south, west, or even north are more effective.
Some enemies may try to defend the point
A couple of buildings on the
with a tank near the flag. But by using the crates
east side of town have great
and buildings for cover, an anti-tank soldier can
views of the Arnhem Bridge.
get really close and take a couple of flanking shots. Position scouts in these upper-story
As a general rule, keep all vehicles out of town.
windows or balconies to cover the Bridge,
That's just begging for an ambush.
or call in artillery.

TIP

Location: Map Grid E4
Initial Control: Neutral
Vehicles:
1 APC (M3 Half-Track or
Hanomag Sdkfz.251)

Defensive Features:
1 Machine Gun

Other:
The Arnhem Bridge control point is vital to victory, and
4 Ammo Boxes
is the first point each side should seek to control. If the
1 First Aid Cabinet
Americans hold it, they substantially hinder German
efforts to cross the river using the larger of two bridges.
Under German control, the point allows soldiers to spawn on the north side of the river
and provides a safe route for tanks and other vehicles coming from the south side.
The bunker here has viewpoints looking south across the Bridge and west into the
town. The south also has a machine gun, with which a soldier can cover the Bridge and
prevent infantry from crossing.
The doorway is on the east side of the bunker, near an Ammo Box and First Aid
Cabinet. A half-track spawns northeast of the bunker. For the Germans, this half-track is
well positioned for a quick raid on the Church or even the Allied Airfield.
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Control Point C: Arnhem Bridge
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An interesting point about the Arnhem Bridge is that you do not have to be near the
bunker to take control of the Bridge or to contest control. You can hide down the
embankment to the west of the road that leads to the Bridge. Putting a soldier here is a
great way to begin an assault on the bunker.
While you contest the control point, the enemy cannot spawn reinforcements at the
bunker. Use long-range fire from town to neutralize resistance before assaulting the
bunker and taking control for your side.

Control Point D: Stone Bridge
Location: Map Grid D4
Initial Control: Neutral
Vehicles:
None

Defensive Features:
None
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Other:
1 Ammo Box
1 First Aid Cabinet

Depending on the game, the Stone Bridge can be the
loneliest control point or one of the most heavily
contested. The other control points are close together, but the Stone Bridge is out west
on its own. For the Germans, it represents an alternate route to the north side. For the
Americans, it's another chokepoint to keep the enemy south of the river and away from
the control points.
The only structure is a bunker that faces another bunker on the opposite shore. All
approaches to the Stone Bridge are in the open. The only real cover is provided by ridges
lining both sides of a sunken road north of the bunker. The rest is flat, grassy terrain.
The bunker is a great position for defending across the river, but you have to use your
own weapons because it has no machine gun. None of the views face north, so German
defenders have to use the ridges and terrain around the bunker for cover.
The bunker is on a rise, so soldiers lying prone present a difficult target to enemies
below while still maintaining the advantage of being able to shoot down at approaching
attackers.
Americans can grab this control point early and hold it by placing mines and explosive
charges on the Bridge. An engineer and an assault soldier usually can hold the Bridge
against all but a heavy German assault.
The Germans also should try to grab this point early, because it's easier to defend than
to capture from across the Bridge. If the Germans have taken the Arnhem Bridge and the
town, assault the Stone Bridge from the east to avoid the chokepoint it presents.

Allied Strategy
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This battle is fast-paced from the outset.
U.S. forces should be moving within
seconds. Use the Jeeps at the Airfield to
get troops to both bridges as quickly as
possible, and airdrop a few other soldiers
onto the Church to capture it.
Send the tanks that spawn there
forward to help defend the bridges.
Finally, send the flying artillery to harass
and take out any enemies trying to cross
the bridges. The B-17 can be extremely
powerful, laying a line of bombs along the
Arnhem Bridge and taking out everything
on it.
In addition to beginning at the Airfield, U.S. troops can paraThe Bridge control points are vital right
chute into battle.
at the start. You don't have a lot of firepower to begin with, so send Jeeps with engineers and assault soldiers to each. The
assault soldiers can take care of enemies in Kübelwagens while the engineers lay down a
row of mines in anticipation of enemy tanks.
If time allows, drop explosive charges ahead of the mines before retiring to the bunker.
Use the explosive charges to take out enemy foot soldiers because the mines don't affect
them. If your soldiers hurry—and spawn near a Jeep at the Airfield—they can get to the
Bridge in 30 seconds.
That's half the time it would take a parachuting soldier from the other spawn point to
land and then run for the bridges. Use the paratroopers instead to man the tanks that
spawn at the Church. Then bring them
forward to help deal with the German
armored assault.
If the Americans can take both Bridge
control points, hold and keep the enemy
from getting past them, the Germans
cannot reach the other two control points.
Send someone to take control of Arnhem
to keep the German tickets counting down.
The enemy can break through at either
Bridge with a coordinated assault and
concentrated forces, however, so be ready
to react. Your airpower gives you the flexibility to attack where needed on a
Once you have control of the Arnhem Bridge, bring up a tank
moment's notice. Pilots must watch the
and position it by the bunker. The sandbags help cover your
map and be ready to head to control
points under challenge.
hull, and the tank ammo automatically reloads.
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To avoid friendly-fire casualties, ground soldiers must take a few seconds to tell the
pilots where the enemy is. Because all the AA guns are on the south side of the river,
planes can operate with impunity on the north side. They are vulnerable to the machine
guns on the light tanks and half-tracks, but a sniper in the Church tower can help
prevent the enemy from manning those guns.
If you must leave a control point in German hands, let them have the town of
Arnhem. If you hold the other three control points, you prevent the enemy from
expanding. If you cover the bridges, you'll also prevent the Germans from bringing over
tanks as reinforcements. In town, you need only worry about infantry. A B-17 pass over
Arnhem sets back any impending German assault and wipes out any soldiers foolish
enough to leave cover.
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Axis Strategy
The Germans, like the Americans, must go for the bridges right from the start, but for
them the key is the Arnhem Bridge. Don't divide your force and hit each Bridge piecemeal, but focus on the big one. It is close to your tank and vehicle spawn points and
allows you to access two control points quickly.
At the outset of the battle, load assault soldiers into Kübelwagens and race across the
Bridge. You get there just seconds after the fastest U.S. troops in Jeeps, and before they
can place mines. Move into the bunker and capture the control point to clear the way for
the rest of your force.
All four tanks should be right behind the Kübelwagens. By the time the tanks cross the
Bridge, the Americans are just getting control of a couple of Shermans at the Church.
With your armor, secure the town of Arnhem and then overpower the U.S. tanks.
Man the AA guns on the riverbank while the armor is racing across the Bridge, so you
can shoot at any Allied aircraft trying to attack your forces.
After the main Bridge and town are
under your control, decide on your next
objective. The Stone Bridge is easier to
hold and not too difficult to capture once
you have a foothold on the north side of
the river. Assault it from the east; you
should take it without too many casualties.
When you have these three control
points, U.S. tickets begin decreasing. But
the Church spawns tanks as long as the
Americans hold it. If you control this
point, you deny the Americans their only
source of armor.

From the bunker by the Arnhem Bridge, German infantry fire
into the town of Arnhem to support the tanks as they clear
out this control point.

Use the AA guns on the south riverbank to shoot down the
Allied planes as they attack your forces on the Arnhem
Bridge and near your base.

Taking control could be bloody and
difficult, but there's an alternative. You
have a Wespe under your command. On
the north side of the river, your AA guns
protect it. If you bring it across the
Bridge, however, you can shell the Church
area.
Put a scout in one of the buildings in
Arnhem to spot for the Wespe, allowing it
to fire at the spawn points near the
Church and take out the tanks when they
appear. Use your tanks to mow down any
Americans who try to parachute into
battle. They land in the open—a shooting
gallery for your machine guns.

Market-Garden Tactics
For both sides, the initial imperative is
getting to the Arnhem Bridge control
point, taking control, and then holding it
until reinforcements arrive. The quickest
way to the control point is by Jeep or
Kübelwagen.
Both sides rush in opposite directions
down the same road, setting up what
amounts to a game of chicken. When you
get near the control point, let the
passenger out. The driver keeps heading
for the enemy vehicle. At the last second,
jump out and let your vehicle continue on
into the enemy vehicle.
Both sides must load Jeeps or Kübelwagens and drive as
This collision usually destroys both
quickly as they can to the Arnhem Bridge control point.
vehicles and, hopefully, the enemy occupants as well. If it doesn't, hit the dirt and
start shooting. The Americans usually attempt to cover both bridges at the start, so the
Germans have the advantage of being able to dispatch both Kübelwagens full of infantry
to the Arnhem Bridge control point.
If, however, the Americans take control of the machine gun in the bunker, it dishes out
damage to the Kübelwagens and any infantry on foot.
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The Jeep Race
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Mining the Bridges
The United States must keep as much
German armor as possible from crossing
the bridges. Land mines are especially
effective at the Stone Bridge, because U.S.
troops almost always get there with time
to spare before German vehicles start
crossing.
Spread the mines across the Bridge
closest to the control point and drop some
explosive charges. Then head for the
Ammo Box by the bunker entrance and
load up on some more. Be sure that the
engineer who places the mines stays alive.
The Americans can block a Bridge to enemy tanks and vehi- When an engineer dies, his mines disappear in a short while.
cles by laying four mines across the road.
If you can get some mines across the
Arnhem Bridge, do so. Run out and drop the mines as fast as possible while the bunker
machine gun covers you. Then get back inside and wait for the German tanks.
If you have a chance, rearm and lay more mines to the west of the bunker. This helps
stop tanks that get through the gaps, and the engineer has more cover in this area. The
Americans have no need to cross the bridges, so the mines pose no threat to friendly
armor.

The Allied Air Force
Unlike any other battle in the game, only
one side has air power in this battle. The
German counterbalance is superiority in
armor. The two bridges serve as great kill
zones for the aircraft—especially the B-17,
which can carpet-bomb the length of the
bridges.
The bridges are hard to see until you
are almost on top of them. Use the map
and the roads to line up your approaches.
You make level bombing runs, so drop
earlier than you might think necessary to
hit your targets. Stay at full throttle—you
have to fly past AA guns on the south side The B-17 can lay a line of bombs down the center of the
of the river.
Bridge, taking out anything trying to cross.

If the enemy breaks through and establishes a foothold on the north side, dislodge
them with aircraft. This side of the river has no AA guns, so fly east–west or vice versa.
Know where your teammates are so you don't drop a bomb on them.
When you have the enemy held at the bridges, use your aircraft to target enemy armor
on the south side. Take out the AA guns with the P-51s, then carpet-bomb generously
with the B-17.
If the Germans want air power, they have to steal it. Send a Kübelwagen with a couple
of soldiers up the west road that crosses the Stone Bridge and take it north to the
Airfield. Wait for a P-51 to spawn, then grab it before the enemy can.
For repairs by an engineer, fly it to the south side of the river and land on the road. To
rearm, just fly low over the Airfield. The Airfield is usually not guarded very well, and a
fighter gives you something to use against the B-17.

U.S. Artillery
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In the single-player and Co-op games, U.S. forces get a couple of M7 Priests instead of a
B-17. These can be even more effective if used correctly. Use scouts to spot for this
artillery from upstairs windows or balconies in and around Arnhem.
Use the bridges as chokepoints and call in strikes while the enemy moves across. You
can have only one spotter at a time, so keep one Priest to fire on the Arnhem Bridge and
bring the other to fire on the Stone Bridge using open sights. A friendly soldier can help
you place your rounds so they are right on the middle of the Bridge. When you see an
enemy, open fire.

